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Cooking 
Keep the following questions in mind as you consider a new cooking appliance: 

What size is your family? 

Do you frequently cook for large groups, or special occasions? 

How much space do you have available in your kitchen? 

What type of power source do you prefer? 

Are there any certain foods you cook more than others, or specialty meals that
require specific features? 

Is there a brand or product type that is important to you?

Power:

Electric 
Electric heat is a popular choice because it is more common in the Tampa Bay area, plus its
an economically-smart way to bring out all of the flavors of your foods.  The even heat of an
electric oven can help produce excellent baking results, while similar results are found on the
cooktop.  Cooktops are available in the more traditional coil burner or the newer smoothtop
style, which features radiant, halogen or induction cooking elements underneath ceramic
glass.

What is induction cooking? It's a method of heating that uses the power of electromagnetism
to turn the actual pot or pan into the heat source, and it's perhaps the most revolutionary
advancement in surface cooking technology available today.  Induction cooktops offer nearly
instantaneous response, similar to a gas cooktop.  Electromagnetic energy is passed directly
into the pan, creating heat by vibrating the iron molecules rapidly in the bottom of the pan, allowing you to cook without
actually heating the ceramic cooking surface.    
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Electric ranges use two types of cooktop heat - the standard coil burner and smoothtop
ceramic glass cooktops with electric elements sealed beneath the solid surface. With the coil
burner electric model, the coil sits above the surface of the range top. It's reliable, fairly easy
to clean and replace, and the elevated elements accommodate a wide variety of cookware.
The open exposure of the heating element makes it vulnerable to spills, but drip pans capture
spills and are generally easy to access, remove, and clean. Some models have porcelain drip
pans, which will retain their luster longer and improve the appearance of your cooktop. 

The smoothtop electric range is easier to clean. The radiant elements are encased beneath a
sheet of ceramic glass and feature unique conducting properties that heat quickly to evenly
cook foods. Radiant elements are generally available on mid- to high-range electric models
and are very durable.

Gas 
Gas heat fits the needs of many people because of its fast and flexible cooking prowess. Gas
burners heat up and cool down instantly, using a visible cooking flame, and have a large vari-
ety of temperature settings. Some gas models offer unique burners that add flexibility, such as
high-output heat for quick boiling, or burners that maintain a mild simmer for liquids and
sauces. Many models feature sealed gas burners, which make clean up easier by keeping
spills on the surface and preventing foods from becoming trapped under the burner. Typically,
gas models have a higher purchase price than comparable electric models. 

Provides an enormous range of cooking temperatures 

Today's pilotless ignition lights by an electric spark, rather than an ever-burning
pilot light 

Retains minimal heat when burner is off 

When considering burners, remember that sealed burners are much easier to clean than open ones 

Installation requires a gas hookup, either to a natural gas source or to a liquid propane (LP) supply tank
and a 120-volt household electric circuit for running appliance features, including the clock and lights, and the
electronic ignition

Dual Fuel (Electric and Gas) 
You can always combine the best of both worlds with a dual-fuel range. With this style, you
can take advantage of the immediate responses of gas burners while benefiting from the even
baking heat of an electric oven. The dual-fuel option makes a winning selection for those wish-
ing to maximize their cooking experience.   
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Types Available:

Freestanding Ranges 
Freestanding ranges are generally the least expensive and the most popular of styles. The power of a freestanding range
combines an oven with a cooktop. This unit fits between two cabinets or at the end of a run of cabinetry. They generally
run about 30 inches wide, but are available in sizes from 20 to 40 inches. Electric ranges are sold with either smooth-top
cooking surfaces or coil elements. The ease of cleaning smooth surfaces has caused an increase in the popularity of
smoothtops.  Conventional ovens, which can operate on electricity or gas, incorporate two heating elements - one for
baking and roasting and another for broiling.  Convection models incorporate a third heating element and fan in the rear
of the oven to circulate the air.  Convection cooking can reduce baking time by 25% and produces noticeably better
results than a normal oven.  The heated air being circulated helps lock in moisture and keeps your foods from drying out.
A Thanksgiving turkey is not only more flavorful and juicy, but also takes less time!  Convection models automatically
convert your favorite recipes for the proper time and temperature settings and can always be used in the thermal baking
mode when needed.

Slide-In Ranges (Including Drop-Ins) 
Slide-in ranges provide a more custom, built-in look than a freestanding range. They're designed to fit 30-inch openings
between cabinets. Slide-in models eliminate the back console and slide into the space to meet the countertop, while
drop-ins rest atop cabinetry and typically lack a storage drawer.  Similar to freestanding models, you have many choices
with slide-in models, including coil, smoothtop and convection models.

Cooktops 
For cooking convenience anywhere in your kitchen, consider a cooktop. They are available in all heat sources: electric
coils, smoothtop, induction and gas burners. These units may be installed in a kitchen island or countertop, giving you
the freedom to indulge your culinary impulses far and wide. Size usually ranges from 30 to 42 inches, and higher-end
models can feature up to six burners.

Wall Ovens 
A wall oven uses gas or electric heat and includes one or more ovens in a single appliance, but no cooktop. Wall ovens
slide into kitchen cabinets, have unfinished sides and come in 24-, 27-, 30- and 36-inch widths. Options include a single
or double oven and a combination of thermal and convection heat. They can be installed within walls or kitchen cabinets,
giving you design flexibility. 
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Microwave Ovens 
Microwaves work by getting water molecules in food to move in a rapidly alternating electrical
field. Food heats up to one-third faster in microwave ovens, and their convenient size fits right
on the counter or can be built into a cabinet or shelf. The incredible versatility of microwave
ovens makes them ideal for heating leftovers, warming food, defrosting frozen goods, making
popcorn and more.  Convection microwave ovens can also serve double duty as a second or
back-up oven, because you can operate them strictly in a conventional mode if you desire,
without using the microwave field. 

Over-The-Range Microwaves 
Over the Range Microwaves combine a range hood and microwave oven into a handy design
that sits conveniently above your range. They free up counter space while also providing ven-
tilation for electric and gas ranges and cooktops. They may be installed as either vented or
non-vented (recirculating) units. Most are quite easy to install, giving you additional conven-
ience and extra room in your kitchen.  For years, the main complaint about microwaves is that
the taste and appearance of foods prepared in microwaves does not quite match up to the
final taste and appearance of foods prepared in a traditional oven. Microwaves performed
poorly at browning and crisping foods.  Recent innovations in microwave design now offer features designed to give
microwave cooked foods the same taste quality as a traditional oven - but with the added benefit of a much faster cook-
ing time. These new speedcooking microwaves utilize a combination of halogen lights, which serve to help brown and
crisp the foods, along with a microwave field which reduces the cooking time. The results are foods that can be prepared
up to 8x faster, while retaining the tastiness and flavor that you would come to expect from an ordinary oven.

Range Hoods 
Fresh air is more than a luxury - it is a necessity (and in many areas, a code requirement) that
ensures good respiratory health for your family. Range hoods eliminate the smoke, aromas
and airborne chemicals released during cooking. They draw steam and odors through the top,
either venting the air outside or recirculating it through a charcoal filter and also providing sup-
plemental lighting to the cooktop. Range hoods not only provide a valuable service, but also
add to the look and feel of your kitchen.  Many times, the range hood is chosen as a focal
point in the kitchen!

Standard range hoods, usually running from 30 to 66 inches, may be mounted on the wall, over a range, or
over an island 

Units with heat lamps help maintain the warmth of food on the cooktop 

Down-draft vents also effectively ventilate the room, and the fact that they are built into the
countertop/range keeps them out of the way 

A standard range hood vents at 200 to 300 cubic feet per minute (CFM) 

If you have a professional-style range, look into a range hood that vents at least 500 to 900 CFM 
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Dishwashers

Important questions to ask as you get started include: 
How frequently do you wash dishes and for how many people? 

Is there a brand or product type that is important to you? 

Do you use special cycles such as Gentle or Quick Wash? 

What are your preferences for color or finish? 

Performance 
Dishwashers today are equipped with a variety of innovative technologies that
boost performance and provide more cleaning power. These conveniences
include wash systems with sensors, multiple wash levels and advanced filters
that eliminate the need to pre-rinse your dishes. Most of today’s dishwashers
also feature significant energy and water savings over models of the past, while
new noise reduction features provide you with various levels of quiet operation. 

Dishwashers are also becoming increasingly more intelligent. Many mid- and
high-range models now feature special smart wash systems that utilize soil and
temperature sensors to automatically gauge the amount of cleaning needed for
each and every load you wash. Soil sensors monitor dishwater and continue washing when soil is present, while temper-
ature sensors help maintain just the right water warmth for superior results.

Types Available: 
24" built-in models are installed under the kitchen counter; they require their own power and water connec-
tions 

Portable units are mounted on wheels and can be stored out of the way when not in use and connect to the
kitchen faucet for operation; convertible models easily transform into under counter dishwashers 

Compact units measure 18" across and feature a smaller capacity for one or two person households or
where space is severely limited 

Drawer models function as two independent dishwashers in the same space a 24" built-in unit would nor-
mally occupy
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Capacity and Interior Features 
Capacity is one of the most important factors in selecting your new dishwasher. Taking into
account the size of your family and how often you wash dishes is just one component. You'll
also want to look at the types of dishes you normally wash. Looking for features like
adjustable racks and folding or removable tines let you make adjustments to your dishwasher
configuration to precisely accommodate the dishes you wash most. 

Flexible rack configurations let you customize the layout to fit your dishes 

Consider the size of the plates and dishes you wash to make sure there is
enough vertical space to hold them

Cycles and Options 
Dishwasher cycles and options vary widely from model to model. Consider your typical washing behavior as you select
which cycles are important to you. For example, if you intend to wash your china or crystal in the dishwasher, be sure
you select a model that includes a gentle cycle. If you are someone who only washes a full load every few days, consid-
er getting a machine with a rinse and hold option. 

Choose a dishwasher that includes all the cycles you use 

Determine which cycle options are important to you, including sanitizing rinse or delay start features

Drying 
Most dishwashers dry your dishes using an electric heating element that increases the tem-
perature inside the dishwasher to evaporate water. The end result is dry dishes. The cost of
this is only pennies. Look for models that include an air-dry option if you wash delicate or plas-
tic items in the lower rack.  Premium dishwasher models feature a fan for increased air circu-
lation while drying.  Using rinse-aid is also important for good drying and modern dishwashers
are designed with convenient rinse-aid dispensers. Some dishwashers do not have a heating
element for drying and use a condensation drying system instead. These models do not
release steam into the kitchen during the drying process.

Styling 
When picking out your dishwasher, performance and options aren't the only concerns.
Whether you are trying to incorporate the unit into your existing décor or are in the midst of a
full-scale remodel, style and appearance are major factors. 

Control types and console style add to the appearance of your dishwasher 

Custom panels let you add wood accents to match your existing cabinets

Installation 
Replacing an existing built-in model is a fairly simple task. Since the water and electrical connections are already there,
hooking up your new dishwasher should be straightforward. Nevertheless, professional installation can save you a great
deal of time and hassle. New installations, on the other hand, always require professional attention. 
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Refrigerators
For many, buying a new refrigerator is something that hasn't been done
in over a decade, and for others, it's their first time out.  Refrigerators
are a significant investment for your home and there are a number of
factors to consider.  Since the lifespan of a refrigerator is anywhere from
8-20 years, take the time to consider appearance as well as perform-
ance.

Consider the following questions: 
How many people are in my household? 

What size will fit in my kitchen? 

How much fresh and frozen food storage space do I really
need? 

Are there any special features that I should consider? 

What color and design complement my kitchen best? 

Do I wish to save money by utilizing energy-efficient features?

Food Preservation 
A quality refrigerator does more than just store your food, it prolongs freshness. In order for
food to remain its freshest, refrigeration systems must reach all parts of the interior. What
good is a refrigerator if the items on the door do not receive the proper cooling? New and
improved features, such as temperature-controlled compartments and advanced cooling sys-
tems, allow you to enjoy great taste over a longer period of time by helping food remain fresh-
er, longer. Increased customization options make it easier to adjust your refrigerator to your
exact preferences. 

Storage 
The abundance of adjustable shelves, bins, door racks and more provide incredible variety for
a refrigerator's interior. Flexibility and versatility are major conveniences of many fresh and
frozen food compartments. With specialized features, such as pizza shelves, slide-out shelves,
crispers and gallon door bins, there are many ways to meet your storage needs. 

Energy Efficiency 
Refrigerators require a non-stop supply of energy, and energy costs are not cheap. Selecting
a refrigerator with an energy-efficient operation may be advantageous. The best way to select
an energy efficient refrigerator is to look for the ENERGY STAR label. ENERGY STAR is the
national symbol for energy efficiency. Refrigerators that have earned the ENERGY STAR label
save energy and prevent greenhouse gas emissions by meeting strict energy efficiency guide-
lines set by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of Energy.
ENERGY STAR standards are high, so in order for a model to earn the ENERGY STAR it
must adhere to extensive guidelines. 
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Types Available:

Side-by-Side 
Side-by-side refrigerators include 2 full-height doors that open from the center. The freezer compartment is on the left
and tends to offer more storage space than other types.  Side-by-side refrigerators keep frozen and cold items at eye
level.  Most side-by-side refrigerators offer through-the-door ice and water dispensers for cleaner, healthier and better
tasting water, thanks to an internal water filter.  These filters are replaceable and can eliminate the need for bottled water
at home.

Top-Freezer 
Top-freezer refrigerators place the freezer compartment on top. When selecting a top-freezer refrigerator that's right for
you, determine your capacity needs as well as which performance features.  Top-freezer refrigerators offer an energy-
efficient design and a significant amount of usable storage space.  

Bottom-Freezer 
Bottom-freezer refrigerators place the fresh food compartment on the top and the frozen food compartment below.
Bottom-freezer refrigerators keep commonly used items at eye level.  Bottom-freezer refrigerators allow you to get in and
out of your freezer with ease.  Today’s new models also offer many new features, including through the door ice & water
dispensers and French-door style configurations.

Counter-Depth 
Counter-depth refrigerators are designed to give your kitchen a more "built-in" look. They are not as deep as other types,
which allow them to blend in well with your cabinets and counters.  Counter-depth refrigerators have a shallower depth
for a streamlined look.  Counter-depth refrigerators protrude a few inches beyond your cabinets, but they still achieve
that "built-in" style.  Note that some large capacity models require a 72” cabinet height opening.

Built-In 
Built-in refrigerators blend in seamlessly with your cabinetry. Cabinet-matching panels are available, allowing you to cre-
ate a coordinated kitchen display.  Built-in refrigerators align with the cabinetry for a truly blended appearance.  Cabinet-
matching panels allow you to custom design your refrigerator's exterior.
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Specialty 

All-Refrigerators/All-Freezers: 
All-Refrigerators and All-Freezers allow you to store a significant amount of fresh or frozen food. Some models feature
an internal heater for installation in cooler environments, such as the garage or back porch. If you are constantly running
out of room in your kitchen refrigerator, consider adding a secondary unit somewhere in your home. 

Compact:
Compact refrigerators allow you to store food without taking up a great deal of space. They are ideal for environments
with limited space, such as dormitories, offices and studios. Adjustable shelves and door racks allow you to customize
the storage area to meet a variety of needs.

Wine Coolers:
Most wine coolers feature adjustable temperature controls, so you'll be able to chill red or white wine at your preferred
temperature.  Full-extension shelves allow you to easily access rear bottles without the fear of breaking bottles stored
upfront.  You can choose from models with up to 3 separate temperature zones.

Ice Machines:
Under counter ice machines provide you with an ongoing supply of ice. Ideal if you do a lot of entertaining, you can enjoy
restaurant-quality cubes in at the convenience of home.   Extra large icemakers can produce up to 60 lbs. of ice a day! 

Washers and Dryers
Things to consider for laundry sets:

Will you be doing laundry for a large or small number of people? 

Will you do laundry nearly everyday or only once or twice a week? 

Do you have a wardrobe that requires special care? 

Do you wish to save money by utilizing energy-efficient features? 

How much space do you have available in your laundry room?

Energy Efficiency 
With energy and utility bills on the rise, it makes sense to minimize the amount of power and water used during a wash
and dry cycle.  Today’s energy star, high-efficiency models use up to 67% less water & energy compared to traditional,
top-loading sets.  Most top-loading models make economical sense, but the future cost savings of high-efficiency models
are definitely worth consideration.
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Space Considerations 
You need to consider the width, depth and height of your new laundry units and how they fit
into your laundry room. You may find that you are interested in a washer/dryer set that is
designed to be stacked, or a set that has storage capabilities associated with it. Keep in mind
that these options impact the space that is required, so it is important to know upfront what
space is available. 

Washers and dryers come in several different sizes. Washers range from 24" to 27" wide,
whereas dryers range from 27" to 29" wide. Both washers and dryers range from 26" to 32"
deep and 42" to 51" high. Some models are designed to sit on pedestals that range from 10"
to 16" high. If your space is limited, there are compact options as well as stackable
washer/dryer combinations. 

Laundry Room Location 
Where will your washer and dryer be located? Will the noise-level of the units be a considera-
tion for you? If noise is a concern, you will want to keep noise-related issues in mind as you
make your selection. 

Washer Types Available:
Traditional top-loading models vary in size from Extra Large capacity to King Size capacity, with a variety of
wash cycles and temperature settings available.

High-Efficiency top-loading models combine the convenience of a traditional washer with the savings of a
front-load model.  Many of these washers feature a washplate instead of an agitator, which provides even
more laundry capacity…even up to 4.5 cu. ft.!

High-Efficiency front-loading (compact or full-size) models feature more capacity than top-load washers and
save money on water & electricity.  Because water is cascaded over the wash items as they are being tum-
bled, clothing is washed more gently and with up to 67% less water.  The main energy savings are a result
of reduced drying time, which is due to the high final spin-speeds of most front-load models.  Front-loading
washers & dryers can be installed in a variety of settings, including side-by-side, stacked, or even under-
counter. 

Laundry Centers provide a space saving alternative for many applications, including closets or small laun-
dry rooms.  They are available in 24” & 27” widths.
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Key points on front-load laundry 
Although the new high-efficiency laundry sets cost more initially, here are some factors to consider in your decision:

Capacity
Most high-efficiency washers feature the largest capacity available.  This is achieved by the absence of an
agitator.  Up to 22 bath towels or 16 pairs of jeans!  (Who has that many?)

Energy Savings
A high-efficiency washer will provide an annual cost savings of $150 on average.  Depending on how often
you do laundry, you could save even more on the water & energy usage.

Ease of Use
High-efficiency washers feature many convenient wash cycles, including a favorite cycle.  Although the
actual wash cycles are longer than a traditional washer, a higher spin speed at the end significantly
reduces your drying time.  This is the greatest source of electricity savings.

Style & Comfort
More of today’s laundry rooms are located close to the kitchen or bedrooms.  High-efficiency laundry sets
are much quieter throughout the wash & dry cycles.  The spin cycle, with speeds up to 1200 RPM’s, is the
most noticeable when nearby.  

Optional Pedestals
The pedestal bases not only raise the washer & dryer height for convenient loading and unloading, but
many models also provide flexible storage space.  If you have enough height in your laundry room, the
optional pedestals make a great addition to your new laundry pair.
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